Family Medicine’s Obstetrics Fellows are trained to manage high risk obstetrical patients. Currently one physician is undergoing this training. Workshop assessments include managing advanced post partum hemorrhage and difficult deliveries. The Fellowship Director developed a simulated uterus and tissues for use with the Noelle birthing simulator.

The Simulation Center can facilitate your training request by providing an environment where familiarization and teaching fine skills can be assessed without distractions. Instructors are provided the option of recording simulations for grading and peer review.

Care for Soldiers in combat presents many environmental obstacles for providers that they must overcome to preserve our fighting force. In collaboration with Medical Simulation Training Center (MSTC).

“Trained, Competent and Ready”
Family Medicine staff and the Simulation Center, residents were immersed in combat scenarios that included treating Post Traumatic Stress Disorder, managing trauma and reacting to enemy fire.

Residents learn to provide patient care in low light, constant noise and rising temperatures. Residents performed with a Can Do Attitude and provided care in scenarios that lacked basic amenities provided in a hospital environment.

We thank Family Medicine Staff / Residents and MSTC for making this training event possible.

Contact the Simulation Center at 254-553-2070 for scheduling your next event.